
WHO IS SHE? 
Laura Eisenhower is a Global Alchemist, Cosmic Mythologist and Intuitive Astrologist. 
She is an internationally acclaimed speaker who has presented her work worldwide. 
Laura is the great-granddaughter of President Dwight David Eisenhower. She is 
considered by many to be one of North America's leading researchers on: Health, 
Exopolitics, Alchemy, Metaphysics, and Galactic History. Laura works to free us from 
the 3-D holographic time-loop and False Archonic systems and as a whistleblower, she 
exposes hidden agendas so we can take our power back. Feeling a calling regarding 
her mission since she was a child, she has gained incredible insight through 
experience, psychic development and research, about how to guide us into higher 
Earth energies. Her passion is to inspire unity consciousness, restore our Avatar 
blueprint and bring us back to the Pleroma/Zero-point field, the totality of our divine 
powers. 
 
WHERE IS SHE APPEARING? 
Laura will be appearing at the Triad Arts Theater on Friday, June 24th at 7PM with 
special guest Dr. Brooks Agnew.  He will be telling us about his latest book, giving 
us some worthwhile material to absorb at this time and he will share how he came to 
know Laura Eisenhower... 
Please join Laura Magdalene Eisenhower and Brooks Agnew for this extraordinary 
evening.  Miceal Ledwith will host the affair with Linda McCallum representing the 
feminine aspect during the question and answer period. They all will discuss the 
importance of taking our power back in these times.    
Moreover, Laura will share with us her take on this Ascension window period and how 
to activate our Avatar potential.  She shares her journey into the depths of the 
Underworld and shares insights and wisdom about the struggle we all have to stay 
grounded and on the Ascension path while waking in this matrix.   
And YES. She will talk about her Great Grandfather, Ike, who warned us the military 
complex takeover as well as inform us about our DNA and how it connects with Earth 
grids. She will shed light on our Mutli-dimensinional Chakra system, including Galactic 
ones related to ancient wars, hidden agendas and Hieros Gamos, the Alchemical 
marriage of the divine Masculine and Feminine.  She will do this and more! 
She will help us to experience this shift into higher Earth energies through empowering 
the inner mysteries...ALL IN ONE MAGICAL EVENING! 
and if think this is a mouthful and that no one could possibly talk all this in one night... 
then...you don't know Laura Eisenhower! 


